
 

 

 

 

Learning Outcome 1: Content Knowledge 

The Major Field Test in
Business 

To measure business content knowledge, we continue to use the ETS Major 
Field Test for the bachelor’s degree in Business . The MFT is a multiple-choice, 
comprehensive, nationally-normed exam. It is computer-graded and returns a 

score to the test-taker immediately upon completion. 

We have seen a slight decline in MFT scores overall. Because of our 
coordinated advising, course scheduling, and continuous curriculum review and 

improvement, we believe we have enabled students from less strong academic 

backgrounds to persevere through the senior year. Total scores are still within 

one standard deviation of the national mean. To enlarge the image, right-click 

and select "open in new window." 

MFT score by demographic. To enlarge, right-click and select "open in new 

window." 

Performance by
demographic 

Major Field Test scores differ by student origin. Performance of students from 

the Pacific Islands, many of whom are English Language learners, is not as 

strong as that of other groups. As a group they average 142.1, more than one 

standard deviation below the national mean. 

Major Field Test areas and grades 

The ETS Major Field Test assesses students’ understanding of accounting, economics, finance, information systems, international business, legal and social 
environment, management, marketing, and quantitative business analysis. Subscores in some have held steady while others have declined. Here are the 

percentiles by hear in each area. Our target is for our graduates to perform on average at the 50th percentile. 

We pulled out grades in core classes to check for possible grade inflation as a factor in declining scores. We do see some increase in average course grades. 
This may result from changes in faculty teaching the courses, or grades being based increasingly on non-content factors such as professionalism and timeliness. 

Emphasizing these "soft skills" is an important part of what we do in CoBE, and is appreciated by employers. 

Our challenge going forward is to bring up all of our graduates to our desired content knowledge benchmark while keeping a focus on soft skills and remaining 

supportive of all members of our diverse student body. 

To enlarge the images, right-click and select "open in new window." Course grades are on a 1-4 scale. 

Average course grades 2015-2020 in ACC 201 and ACC 202, financial and managerial accounting. 



 

 

Average course grades 2015-2020 in ECON 130 (micro), 131(macro), 300(intermediate), and 340 (money 

and banking) 

Average course grades in FIN 320 

Average course grades in MGT 300 (principles), MGT 423 (business & society), and MGT 490 (strategic 

management, the capstone class) 

Average course grades in MGT 333, international business 

Average course grades in MKT 310, principles of marketing 



 

 

 

 

Average course grades in BUS 240, business law, and BUS 290, critical thinking 

Average course grades in QBA 260 business stats, QBA 300 operations management, and QBA 362 

business analytics. 

Non-transfer vs. transfer 
students 

Is there a difference between the performance of transfer students and those who start at 
UH Hilo? Overall there does not appear to be a striking difference either in raw score (right) 
or percentile by subscore (below). In both groups we see a slight decline from 2015-2020. 

Blue = nontransfers, Red = transfers. 



 

 

 

Students who started at UH Hilo. To enlarge, right-click and select "open in new window." 

Transfer Students. To enlarge, right-click and select "open in new window." 

MFT subscores correlate with incoming ACT/SAT score 
Major Field Test subscores differed by ACT scores (including SAT scores crosswalked to ACT equivalent). Math scores were more of a differentiator than English 

scores. Students with ACT or equivalent in the 15-17 range scored around the 50th percentile. Students with scores of 14 and below scored as low as single-digit 
percentile, and students with Math ACT equivalent of 28 and above averaged near the 100th percentile in Accounting and Info Systems. 

One caveat is that not everyone has a record of these standardized test scores. Transfer students are not required to provide them and typically do not. This 

analysis applies to those who came in as UH Hilo students from their first year. 



 

 

 

Math ACT and MFT subscores English ACT and MFT subscores 

Major Field Test is correlated
with overall GPA 

Students with GPA of 3.5 and above have MFT scores above the national mean. 
This indicates that our grades are still generally well-calibrated for content 
knowledge. 


